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THE JUDICIAL PALATE |  BY SUSAN E. POPPITI, ESQUIRE

Susan E. Poppiti is Associate Faculty in Mathematics at Immacu-
lata University and a math coach for middle school, high school, 
and college students. To further her commitment to mathematics 
education, she also serves as a math content expert for UPchieve, 
an ed-tech nonprofit providing free, online STEM tutoring to high 

school students. Susan can be reached at spoppiti@hotmail.com. 
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F or me, the beauty of the summer season includes cultivating con-
tainer herb gardens. As a matter of fact, I’m admiring my tricolor 
sage, French lavender, and Vietnamese coriander as I write. While I 
planted most of my herbs in May, a hardy thyme and an even more 

tenacious clump of chives survived the winter’s cold and snow. The chives 
were a plethora of green stalks and lovely, round, purple blossoms earlier 
in June when I harvested them to promote new growth. With so many uses 
for all parts of the chive, I welcome their bounty.

Both the stalks and blossoms have a mild oniony flavor, well-suited for 
poached or scrambled eggs, sautéed fish, and summer soups. I also like 
to infuse extra virgin olive oil with the flowers. Just add a small handful 
to an olive oil dispenser. As a pasta-lover, of course I have a pasta dish to 
showcase the chives’ beauty — both in flavor and appearance.

You can certainly uncork a crisp white wine to enjoy with this bright 
dish, but I think the rich, creamy sauce is best paired with a Negroni. The 
bacon, cheese, and cream stand up to the cocktail’s feature spirit — bitter 
Campari. This classic couldn’t be easier: shake 1 ounce gin, 1 ounce sweet 
Vermouth, and 1 ounce Campari in a shaker over ice. Pour over a large 
square ice cube in a lowball glass and add an orange twist. For a summer 
flourish, I also garnish with an herb from one of my containers. Spearmint, 
rosemary, and lemon thyme are all good choices. 

Wishing you an herb-filled July and August.  

C! eamy C"ive Pasta
• 1 package of linguine (I prefer 

durum wheat for best texture)
• 8 to 10 ounces slab bacon, diced
• 1 cup heavy cream
• ¼ cup Parmigiano-Reggiano 

cheese and additional for topping
• Fresh ground pepper
• 2 tablespoons chives, chopped
• Handful of chive blossoms

Bring a large pot of water to a boil 
for the pasta. I favor linguine for this 
recipe as I like a twirly pasta for cream 
sauce and one that is not too thin or 
too thick.
Sauté the bacon in a large nonstick 
pan over medium-high heat, browning 
nicely. I have also used leftover ham 
in this dish, and it is just as delicious. 
Remove from the pan and set aside. 
Turn the heat to low and gradually add 
the cream. Stir and thicken without 
bringing to a boil. Add the Parmesan 
cheese, pepper to taste, and chives, 
continuing to stir. Then, stir in the 
bacon.
Cook the pasta according to package 
instructions and add directly to the 
sauce, along with a large ladleful of 
the pasta water. Gently break up the 
chive blossoms with your fingers and 
add to the pasta. Toss the pasta, mak-
ing sure to coat with the sauce. Serve 
in pasta bowls and garnish with a few 
whole chive flowers. Have crushed 
red pepper and more Parmigiano-
Reggiano available on the table.

CHIVES: 
A Pe!en#ial 
Favorite
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